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Electrical Energy Audit In P.S.G.V.P Mandal’s
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Abstract: For any government energy demand increase pressure. The generated energy determines the economic development for developing
countries like India. So we conducted the energy audit in campus of P.S.G.V.P Mandal’s group of institutions which is located in Shahada, city in state
of Maharashtra, India. The energy audit show that the buildings in campus of P.S.G.V Mandal’s consumes average electrical energy near about
1,25,000KWh per year and saving of 20% electrical energy is possible. The energy audit was conducted on the lightening system , AC system, PC
system, fans and water pumps installed in campus , those systems consumes 95% of total electrical power annually and lot of equipment were in bad
condition, hence consumes more energy. The energy audit will result in lot of saving of energy as well as energy cost

————————————————————

I. INTRODUCTION

III. THE ENERGY AUDIT

The P.S.G.V.P Mandal is an educational institution in
Shahada, Maharashtra. Today the P.S.G.V.P Mandal’s
campus has different departments like primary, secondary,
B.sc, M.sc, D.ed, B.ed, Pharmacy and engineering in area
of 200 acres. Over the years the significant advances have
been made and the facilities and service improved
simultaneously in order to maintain our institution as the
region’s best institution. As on date, the student strength of
institution is about 5000, with faculty and supporting staff of
about 300. An energy audit involves an inspection, survey
and review of energy consume by electrical equipments or
devices to minimize electricity consumption without
impacting the output adversely. The main energy waste in a
building is due to use of fluorescent lamps and old fans
without regulator. The use of good designed lighting system
and use of electronic regulators for fans can minimize
energy losses and improve life and therefore saving in
electrical energy is obtained. Fans, lamps and computers
consume the highest electrical energy in buildings. Fans,
lamps and computers consume the highest electrical
energy in buildings.

As per the Energy Conservation Act, 2001, Energy Audit is
defined as "the verification, monitoring and analysis of use
of energy including submission of technical report
containing recommendations for improving energy
efficiency with cost benefit analysis and an action plan to
reduce
energy
consumption".
Implementation
of
recommended measures can help consumers to achieve
significant reduction in their energy consumption levels. The
energy audit was carried in the P.S.G.V.P Mandal’s campus
building during 2019. The energy audit established a profile
of energy utilization of electrical equipment in terms of
KWh. The audit shows the electrical energy consume by
lights, AC, PC’s, fans and water pumps to reduce energy
consumption and energy cost. The campus was charged
Rs. 13.63 per unit (KWH) according to annual electricity bill
of Aug-18 to Aug-19.

II.OBJECTIVE
The aim of energy audit is to save electrical energy and
minimise the cost of annual electricity bill. The energy audit
is very important due to the fact that the annual bill of
campus was Rs. 1.5 million during Aug 2018 to Aug 2019.
The objective of the audit was to gain detailed idea of
different energy consumption and evaluate potential energy
saving opportunities. The goal is to save up to 20% of
electricity from annual energy consumption. The audit also
aimed to give the students an idea of practical difficulties
and issues while conducting energy audit.

Figure 1.Load curve from Sep-18 to Aug-19
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Figure 2. Load distributions in campus
A. FAN CALCULATIONS
The total numbers of fans in buildings are 800. The fans
having power rating of 75W are 553 and the old fans having
power rating of 100W are 257. All 800 fans are regulator
less. So, for power saving, we will replace old fans with new
fans of 75W power rating and further we will provide
electronics regulators for fans. Those kinds of changes will
result in one time investment and life time benefits. [1-3]
Name of
appliance

Number of
appliances

Power per
appliance

Running hours
per annum

Fan (new)

553

75 watt

846

Fan (old)

257

100 watt

846

= energy saved in old fans + energy saved in new fans
=11,973.44 + 4,678.38
=16,651.81KWH
 Annual cost saving =1, 63, 197.96 + 63,766. 319
=Rs.2, 26,964.27
 Total capital cost =4, 11,200+55,300
=Rs. 4, 66,500
 Payback period = capital cost / annual cost saving
=4, 66, 500 / 2, 26,964.27
=2.055 year
Energy
efficient
measurement

Table no. 1.Data of fans
Fans of the classroom and buildings have no regulators. A
saving of 8-10W on each fan can be achieved by using
electronic regulators.
 Total No. of fans in Campus = 800
 Old fans = 257
Old fans will be replaced by new fan of 75W and this new
fans will be equipped with electronic regulators which will
further save 10 W per fan.
1. Average power per fan =100 W
2. Average power of new fan = 55W
3. Power save per fan = (100-55) + power saving due to
electronic regulators
= (100 - 55) + 10=55W
4. Total power saving of fan =257 ×55=14.135KW
5. Average used of fan per year =282×3 = 846
6. Total energy save per year = 846×14.153
=11973.438 KWH
7. Cost saving = KWH (unit)×cost of a unit
=11973.438 ×13.63
= RS. 1, 63,197.96
8. Capital cost
= (cost of each new fan + a electronic regulator)
×number of fans
= (1500+100)×257
= Rs. 4, 11,200
 New fans =553
We can use electronic regulators for fans a to save power
of 8 to 10 w per fan.
1. Total fan =553
2. Power save per fan =10W
3. Total power of saving=553×10=5.53KW
4. Average used of fan per year =282×3= 846Hours
5. Total energy save per year = 846×5.53
=4,678.38KWH
6. Cost saving = KWH (unit) ×cost of a unit
= 4,678×13.63
= Rs. 63,766.319
7. Capital cost = Total regulators + cost of each regulator
= 553 ×100
=Rs. 55,300
 Total annual saving for all fans
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Replacement
of old fans with
new fans and
providing
electronic
regulators to all
fans.

Energy
saving
per year
in KWH

16,732
KWH

Cost saving
per year in Rs.

Rs.
2, 26,946.27

Initial cost in
Rs.

Payba
ck
period

Rs.
4, 66,500

2.055
year

Table no. 2. Energy audit of fan system
B.LAMP CALCULATION
The lights installed in buildings are mostly fluorescent lamp
tubes of 36 W each. The LED tube lights can be installed
instead of fluorescent lamp. The 18watt LED tube light
provides same lumen as fluorescent tube light. The lamps
are operated for 3 hours in a day.[4]
Name of
appliance

Number of
appliances

Power per
appliance

Lumen/lamp

Fluorescent
tube light

550

36 watt

2160

Table no. 3. Data of lighting system











Total number of fluorescent tube light = 550
Average power per lamp tube =36 W
Average power of LED lamp tube=18W
Power save per lamp = 36-18
=18 W
Total power of fluorescent lamps =550 × 18
=9.9 KW
Average used of fluorescent lamps in an year =282×2
=564 hours
Annual energy saving =564 × 9.9
= 5,583.6KWH
Cost saving = 5,583.6 ×13.63
=Rs. 76,104.4
Capital cost = total tubes + cost of each LED tube
=550 ×250
= Rs. 1, 37,500
Payback period = capital cost / annual cost saving
= 1, 37,500 / 76,104.4
=1.806 year
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Energy
efficient
measurement
Replace
fluorescent
tube light with
LED

Energy
saving per
year in KWH

Cost
saving
per year
in Rs.

Initial cost in
Rs.

5,583.6KWH

Rs.
76,104.4

Rs. 1,37
,500

Table no.6. Energy audit of computer system

Payback
period

1.806year

Table no. 4. Energy audit of lightening system
C. COMPUTER CALCULATION
There are total 650 computers used in different
departments of the campus. From those computers the
100 computers have cathode ray monitor (CRT) and each
monitor consumes power of 100watt. The computers with
LCD monitor are 550 and each LCD monitors consume
power of 45watt. The CRT monitors will be replaced by
LCD monitors so near about 55watt of power will be
saved. The energy audit of computer system gives us
details of energy consumption and ways to reduce energy
consumption.
Name of
appliance

Number of
appliances

Power per
appliance

Running hours
per annum

CRT monitors

100

100 W

846 hours

LCD monitors

550

45 W

846 hours

D. AIR CONDITIONER CALCULATION
There are 15 ACs in entire campus which is provided in
conference hall, principle office and administration building.
But, at many places it was found that AC’s are not operated
as per the guidelines. In some places AC’s were found to
be used without keeping curtains. Those poor practices
increase the AC’s load and consequently consumption of
power. Following instructions will help to save energy in AC
system. [5-6]
 The ACs should be switched on for 15 minutes before
actual use and then switched off before leaving room.
 Select the thermostat setting as desired. A temperature
of 25 deg C is usually recommended.
 Review the air conditioning maintenance schedule, sinc
e poor
maintenance cause low efficiency and losses of energy
.
Above simple setting can save near about 100watt of
power per AC. AC’s are hardly run for 1 hour because
ACs are provided in principle and H.O.D’s offices.
Name of
appliance

Number of
appliances

AC







LED monitors
instead of
CRT and
saving in LCD
monitors by
some setting

Energy
saving
per year
in KWH

Running hours
per annum
282

Table 7.Data of AC system

Total CRT monitors = 100
Power rating of CRT monitor = 100Watt
Power rating LCD monitor = 45Watt
Power save per monitor = 100 – 45 =55 Watt
Total power of monitor = 100×55 =5.50 KW
Average use of monitor in an year =282×3
=846Hours
Power saving in an year = 846×5.50 = 4,653 KWH
Annual cost saving =4,653×13.63
=Rs. 63,420.39
Capital cost = number of LCD monitors required + price
of single LCD monitor
= 100 ×4,000
=Rs.4, 00,000
Payback period = capital cost / annual cost saving
=4, 00,000/63,420.39
=6.3 year

Energy
efficient
measurement

Power per
appliance
watt

Table no. 5. Data of computer system
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ACs in Campus =15
Power saved per AC after changing settings=100W
Total power saving = 15×100
=
1.5 KW
Average Use of ACs per year = 282× 1 h
=282hour
Total Energy saved per year = 1.5×282
= 423 KWH
Annual cost saving = 423×13.63
= Rs. 7,034.49

Energy
efficient
measurement

Energy saving
per year in
KWH

Cost saving
per year in Rs.

Initial cost in
Rs.

Change the
setting of AC

423KWH

Rs. 7,034.49

00.00

Table no.8. .Energy audit of AC system
Cost saving
per year in
Rs.

Initial cost in
Rs.

Payback
period

E. SUGGESTIONS FOR WATER PUMPS
Table no.9. Details of water pumping system

4,653
KWH

Rs.
63,420.39

Rs.4,00,000

6.3years
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Name of
appliance

Number of
appliances

Power per
appliance

Running
hours per
annum

Submersible
pump

3

5.968 KW

1,974

[4]

Following are some ways which will help to save some
power.
 During light load condition period the tariff charged by
the electricity provider is minimum i.e. from the
midnight to noon period
 Operation of heavy pumps during light load period is
economical
 The motor used for gardening purpose runs for longer
period up to 7 hours a day causing more energy to
consumed.
 The energy can be saved by using waste water of
filtration unit for gardening purpose.
 During normal operation motor runs for some time even
after tank gets filled.
 The free run time and energy waste can be saved by
using automatic level indicator.
 Control valves are commonly used to control flow and
pressure. [7]
 For fixed speed or variable speed functioning, drivers
are used. With variable drives, you can save energy for
many applications. With a variable speed drive, the
rotational speed of pump is adjusted to achieve the
desired flow necessary for the process application.
 Effective pump maintenance allows installation to
maintain efficient operation of their pumps. Regular
maintenance may show efficiency and capacity
deteriorations that can occur long before pump fails.
 One of the simple but often neglected energy saving
measures is to avoid unnecessary utilization. Efficiency
of the pumping system includes the removal of
unnecessary pumps and pressure switches to monitor
the number of pumps in use when flow rates vary.

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
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V. CONCLUSION
Energy audit study at the campus will identify energy saving
opportunities. Energy audit will help us to save about 20%
of energy consume by electrical equipments annually.
Energy audit is the best to identifying and perusing a
comprehensive energy management program. A good
energy audit will give the perfect plan which will help us to
manage the campus energy system at minimum energy
cost. In this paper, a study has been conducted to reduce
the electrical energy consumption in the buildings of
P.S.G.V.P Mandal’s campus.
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